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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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A quirky commentary on the crippling debt we all face (damnit steam sale). This game was built to require a bit of strategy,
luck, and decent amount of grinding despite what the author says. With that said it's build like an old school 8-bit. Remember
F-12 due to being punished for exploring too far. But to anyone who says this game is too hard can't even call themselves a
gamer. It has a higher difficulty curve between beginning and mid game but that's it.. love the hero. Been wanting to play this
ever since I played the demo. I played when it first released, but then finished it a few months later. Lots of style, little
substance. The monster chasing you was more annoying than scary. Having a huge map like this has a lot of pros and cons.
There were lots of search quests for items, which was annoying, especially when you had no idea of where to go. The end was
disappointing and not fullfilling because the backstory read from notes was very interesting. However, despite the flaws, this
game had some of the best atmoshpere, environment, and ambience I've ever seen in a horror game. The adventure was really
neat, I just wish there was more to the game. For a single developer this was well done and the size of the map was impressive
for a single Dev to create. I think the Dev has a lot of potential and I'm curious of future projects. Maybe get a team to make a
game with a similar style, but more substance.

Story was intersting/Incredible atmosphere/pretty visuals = A reccomendation from me, especially when it is on sale.. I've
burried these mfkers. Overall - a nice first person shooter.

I kinda liked quasi-quest mechanics (get the battery for a bike or get the documents for Louie). I had tons of fun while playing
the first 4 hubs, but the last two (Trainyards and Radio City) were getting a little bit boring, because there was nothing to do but
to shoot people.
Plot is not very impresive, but the setting (guns, thugs, pawn-o-matic, music, sound effects) is golden.

+ Cypress Hill soundtrack fits perfectly
+ Nice setting
+ You can recruit up to 2 gang members
+ Nice sound effects
+ Exploisions are fun to watch

- AI is both stupid and too good
- Not too many "quests" at the end of the game
- Game gets repetitive at the end

If you're into gangster things - you might like it. But frankly - it's not worth that 9.99$. Look for a discount.. The program is
practical, and easy to navigate. Have alot of powerfull tools. But one thing that I really wish the program have is the ability to
have linear wipe. Not as a transition template, but as a keyframe option. Similar to the blur tool. Linear wipe is used alot in
intros and transitions to! So having the keyframe option will be nice. Also more flexibility to add transition in the second layer.
Overall I think this program is pretty cool to be used.. Hell NO. There is no deep context. I know the core of most R18 "yaoi
games" are TYPEs and ♡♡♡, however I feel really bad the story does not go in deep enough. They try to be dark and serious,
but it seems that didn't work. I didn't get if the protagonist guy have that much power or strategy to ruin the family. He doesn't
have details in plan, and I thought he is asking of too much responsibilities to the family, about his personal tragedy. He is a
jerk. An avenger who's not clever isn't sexy... He talks too much about his DARK conspiracy! Whaaaaat--

I don't know much about Korean voice acting field, but I know they are 1st - 2nd tier veterans... They could have better
scenario, and I can't think they had enough directing(I lived in Korea, South, more than 10years.). I didn't like the translation.
I'm very much confused to understand if they want colloquial or literary language. Probably the original korean text itself wasn't
good enough, refer to the voice I listen. There is a Japanese expression ダース in the voice and I don't agree a gentleman in
Victorian era would use such expression.

I don't think this content is priceworthy... the soundtracks have very raw MIDI sound. Did they just simply export the sound
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from Finale or Sibelius? They almost sound like that of free games... I played the game with no music.

However if you're a fan of the korean voice actors, don't expect too much and just buy it. It's good to be someone's fan, because
now I care no more about the quality of content. No big deal. I have my Oppa's voice and that's everything important.
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quality in depth realistic game. as a physic's wiz this is a game I thoroughly enjoy. QUALITY. Although I totally suck at this and
am not very familiar with these types of games, I really liked it.
I recommend it.. A very nice game.. A rubber chicken would make for a better stand-in for a Sunday roast, than Gladius for a
realistic gladiator experience. The main immersion disruptors being the glitchy-twitchy flying rag-doll opponents and the C64
style rendered flat-pack spectators.. Improves upon its predecessor in many ways, a pretty worthy sequel. Be warned though, the
3D engine is quite buggy. Save often, as you might find yourself walking through walls or falling straight through the ground if
you jump too vivaciosly.. You can attach a rocket launcher a chainsaw and a double barreled shotgun to one trigger. I don't think
that leaves much left to say other than the title is entirely accurate in every way possible, right down to the acronym.. I always
have loved MX vs, ATV and playing Reflex just make me love the series that much more. THQ you guys are the best, keep up
the great work!. Everything Heroes of Might and Magic: 3 did for me back then, this does now.
DLC is optional.
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